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Dear Kyle:

Thank you for this e-mail.

We'd be more than happy to share this message with our viewers. However,
before we do that, we need the following answers and documents:

1- You state: "NBC retracted the information. It was retracted on air when
it became apparent the information was not accurate." Can you send us the
audio-video clip of NBC officially retracting the story on air, and
stating that the information provided to them by their senior military
source was false/inaccurate? We need to see documentation on this.
Because as you know, when you conduct Google News Search, using
Erdogan-Germany-Asylum key words, hundreds of mainstream articles pop up
quoting NBC news and re-reporting the false information put out and
disseminated by NBC. I have not seen a single news article referring to
NBC officially retracting the false story on air.

2- You state: "My tweet was deleted." Your tweet was on twitter for at
least a couple of days past July 15. Not only that, as you know, deleting
the tweet does not translate to 'retracting' the comment and informing
readers that the information was 100% false. Why, in the last 10 days
since the tweet and NBC false report you have not issued any explanation
or on-record retraction to your viewers/readers?

3- For the last 5 days thousands of people have been messaging you and
NBC, and asking for explanation, a response, on this false-reporting case.
Why, instead of issuing a statement, or, providing an explanation, you and
NBC have been blocking and ignoring these questions directed at you by
thousands of people?
And finally, Newsbud and the Turkish Government via its Embassy have
demanded that NBC issue a public explanation and official apology
immediately- not only to us, but to all its viewers. I have to emphasize
'Immediately' here. Are you and your employer at NBC planning to issue
this public apology? If so, when?
Regards,

Sibel Edmonds
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